Orbital ECO₂ System
Low Moisture Carpet Cleaning

✔ Better Results
✔ Less Labor
✔ 1 Hour Dry Time

Multi-Clean®
A new way to clean carpets using a unique synergy of random orbital agitation, a special scrub pad, and peroxide fortified encapsulation chemistry.

- Safe for use on nylon, olefin, and wool carpets.
- Perfect low moisture system for carpet tile.
- Low moisture system helps prevent wicking.
- ECO₂ Encapsulation Cleaner and VaMoose Spotter contain hydrogen peroxide for cleaning, brightening, and stain removal.

**Orbital ECO₂ System**

- Orbital agitation plus encapsulating polymers surrounds dirt.
- Dries in one hour, carpets are quickly put back into service.
- Hydrogen Peroxide power destroys odors and removes soil.
- Carpet and Rug Institute seal of approval.

**How It Works**

1. **Soiled Carpet Fibers**
   - Soil particles and grease attach to carpet fibers.

2. **ECO₂ is Applied**
   - ECO₂ surrounds and encapsulates dirt and greasy soil.

3. **Orbital Agitation**
   - Orbital agitation loosens encapsulated soils for easy pick-up.
Orbital ECO₂ System - Labor Cost Reduction

Efficient:
40% labor cost reduction compared to an extractor with an 18 inch scrub path.

Better Results:
The Orbital ECO₂ System removes soil and leaves no sticky residue. Bonnet cleaning simply spreads soil around.

5 X Faster:
Dries in about an hour. Extracting carpet can take 5 or more hours to dry.

Cost Effective:
One gallon of ECO₂ can clean up to 35,000 square feet.

ECO₂ Dilutions:
Normal to Heavy 1:10 (13 oz/gallon)
Coverage - 8,000 - 20,000 sq ft

Light Duty 1:32 (4 oz/gallon)
Coverage 25,000-35,000 sq ft

Spotting:
Vamoose spotter powers out most stains such as coffee, tea, soda, sport drinks, wine, urine, greasy food, dairy, ketchup, tomato sauce.
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Application

1. Vacuum carpet
2. Spot stains using VaMoose
3. Dilute ECO\textsubscript{2} and add to tank
4. Pre-spray scrub pad
5. Mount pad and spray as you move forward, move backwards without spraying
6. Allow carpet to dry
7. Vacuum when time permits

Orbital ECO\textsubscript{2} System - Products

ROS-17
Random Orbital Scrubber
- 17 inch diameter pad driver
- Portable - 93lbs
- 1.5 HP motor, 12 amps, 115 volts
- Quiet — Suitable For Use In Any Environment
- Large 10 inch diameter wheels
- 3.9 gallon tank
Item number ROS17

Orbital Scrub Pad
- 17 inch diameter
- Long life
- Two sided
- Washable
Item number 421016

ECO\textsubscript{2}
Encapsulation Cleaner with peroxide
- Low moisture, fast drying
- Encapsulates soil
- Leaves no sticky residue
- Hydrogen peroxide fortified
Item number 902393

VaMoose
Peroxide spotter RTU
- All purpose
- Encapsulates stains
- Handy quart size
Item number 902088
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